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Abstract10

This paper reports the development of a very-short-range nowcast system,11

VIL Nowcast, which aims to provide precise forecasts of imminent rain-12

fall, and in particular, heavy and localized events. The system is based on13

the vertically integrated liquid water content (VIL), which is estimated from14

three-dimensional radar observations as well as the 1-minute-resolution rain-15

fall map obtained from the X-band polarimetric (multi-parameter) RAdar16

Information Network (XRAIN), to predict rainfall amounts over 10 minutes17

periods that extend to 10–60 minutes into the future. The spatial resolu-18

tion of VIL Nowcast was 500 m, and nowcasts were produced at a temporal19

resolution of 5 minutes. Three precipitation events, of which two were iso-20

lated storms and one was a synoptic storm, were used as case studies to21

verify the model. The performance of VIL Nowcast was evaluated against22

the XRAIN radar rainfall data and an existing rainfall-rate nowcast system23

using the same advection scheme. The scope of the evaluation was limited24

mainly to the first prediction for 10 minutes ahead. It was found that VIL25

Nowcast showed a small, statistically significant improvement over the en-26

tire precipitation event, although its skill decreased at longer lead times and27

at higher thresholds. The key findings of this study are: (1) VIL Nowcast28

appears capable of generating skillful forecasts at short lead times, even for29

very localized heavy rainfall; (2) VIL Nowcast can reduce the time lag in30
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the rainfall-rate nowcast system at initiation and peak precipitation; and31

(3) this system may improve the accuracy of heavy rainfall alerts provided32

for public activities and emergency alarms.33
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1. Introduction35

The term “nowcast" is a contraction of “now" and “forecast", and is36

commonly used to refer to very-short-range, advection-based precipitation37

prediction using radar observations. According to the Glossary of Meteo-38

rology of the American Meteorological Society (AMS) , a nowcast is defined39

as “a short-term weather forecast, generally for the next few hours" (AMS40

2017). Nowcasts differ from other types of weather forecasts because there41

is no strict standard for the lead time. The U.S. National Weather Service42

specifies zero to three hours as the target period for operational nowcasts43

(AMS 2017). The UK Met Office provides nowcast products up to 6 hours44

ahead (Met Office 2017), and the new High-resolution Precipitation Now-45

casts published by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) in 2014 focus46

on rainfall within the next 30 minutes (JMA 2017).47

Naturally, the lead time and accuracy of nowcasts are important aspects48

for their use in both public and private applications. Flood prevention and49

water management organizations require forecasts of rainfall amounts that50

cover the longest period possible during precipitation events. On the other51

hand, if the objective is to monitor severe local-scale weather events, a lead52

time of 1 hour or less is of great importance. In Japan, the occurrence of53
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extremely localized and short-lived torrential rainfall has attracted public54

attention since a number of such events in 2008 resulted in fatalities (see55

below). However, there is no strict definition for this type of rainfall. The56

most appropriate classification in the JMA forecasting glossary is “local-57

ized heavy rainfall" (LHR), which is defined by four characteristics: rapid58

strengthening, precipitation up to several dozens of millimeters, occurrence59

within several tens of minutes, and occurrence over a small area (JMA 2015).60

The total amount of LHR may be relatively small, but its intensity can be61

extremely high. For example, on 28 July 2008, the water level in the Toga62

River in Kobe City rose by more than 1 m in 10 minutes following an LHR63

event, resulting in flash floods and five fatalities (Fujita and Kunita 2010).64

One week later, another LHR occurred in the Zoshigaya district in Tokyo.65

This LHR exceeded 100 mm h−1 within 20 minutes and then maintained an66

intensity of more than 100 mm h−1 for 35 minutes over an area of less than67

5 km2 (Kato and Maki 2009). The LHR led to the death of five workers68

who drowned in a sewerage tunnel. As this LHR was concentrated in a69

very small area, it was not successfully captured by the operational C-band70

radar network (1-km spatial resolution), and the operational precipitation71

nowcast system was unable to correctly predict its intensity (Kato and Maki72

2009). Drowning and flooding following LHR have been reported worldwide73

in recent years. Large cities are particularly at risk from LHR and typically74
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suffer significant damage when these events occur. The JMA has reported75

that the annual number of events having extreme hourly rainfall rates has76

increased over the past 40 years (JMA, 2013). Furthermore, as a result of the77

global climate change, the frequency and intensity of short-duration (hourly78

or sub-hourly) and small-spatial-scale rainfall are projected to increase fur-79

ther in the future (Westra et al. 2014). Therefore, an accurate prediction80

of LHR is important if we are to build resilient cities. However, numer-81

ous studies have found that small-scale, isolated storms are typically more82

difficult to forecast because their features are less persistent than those of83

larger, more organized storms (Grecu and Krajewski 2000; Van Horne et al.84

2006; Germann et al. 2006). As LHR events may be only a few kilometers85

in spatial scale and have lifespans of less than 1 hour and as they often occur86

without being triggered by any organized convective system, their accurate87

prediction remains a challenging problem.88

However, the evolution of radar technology, especially the use of X-band89

radar, as well as the amount of high-resolution spatial and temporal ob-90

servations available, is making prediction of LHR increasingly possible. In91

particular, since the X-band polarimetric (multi-parameter) RAdar Infor-92

mation Network (XRAIN) project was launched in 2010, 38 X-band polari-93

metric radars have been installed to cover most of the major cities in Japan94

(Maesaka et al. 2011). Each of the XRAIN radars samples the atmosphere95
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in increments of 150 m in range and of less than 1.2◦ in the azimuth. The96

maximum observable range of each radar is up to 80 km, with a quantita-97

tive observation range of 60 km. The radars are spaced approximately 4098

km apart and arranged so that intensive observation areas are covered by99

multiple radars, enabling the rain attenuation of individual radars to be cor-100

rected using a composite scheme. The specifications of the XRAIN radars101

have been described by Maesaka et al. (2011). The XRAIN observations102

provide high-resolution data that capture the growth or dissipation occur-103

ring inside a storm, which should enable improvements in the prediction of104

LHR.105

In addition, although efforts have been made to extend the skill limit106

of nowcasts to longer lead times (e.g., Dixon and Wiener 1993; Johnson107

et al. 1998; Seed 2003; Ebert et al. 2004), little attention has been paid108

to the initial stage of precipitation events, despite the fact that an error109

of 5–10 minutes in the timing of the predicted initiation of an event can110

cause serious problems, especially in the case of LHR. Within this context,111

our motivation for this study is to develop a nowcast system that is able112

to provide precise information when a precipitation event is imminent by113

using the vertically integrated liquid (VIL) water content estimated from114

volume scan observations. Several attempts have been made to apply VIL115

in weather forecasting. For example, Kitzmiller et al. (1995) used VIL116
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as an indicator of severe local storms in the WSR-88D Severe Weather117

Potential algorithm, and Amburn and Wolf (1997) suggested that a high118

VIL density can provide the ability to access hail potential. Furthermore,119

Boudevillain et al. (2006) developed the RadVil model to improve advection120

rainfall forecasting schemes. Ishihara (2013b) applied the RadVil model121

to thunderstorms in Tokyo on August 5, 2008, with 10-minute resolution122

radar data, but found it was difficult to identify the rainfall peak accurately.123

Nevertheless, the capability of VIL remains debatable because of 1) unstable124

model performance relating to fluctuations in the relationship between VIL125

and the radar reflectivity factor (Z) and 2) less contribution to maintaining126

the skill in the case of longer lead times. The scope of this study is limited127

to imminent rainfall prediction, for which we modify the RadVil model and128

develop an algorithm to estimate VIL from polarimetric radar parameters.129

The nowcast system we propose is called VIL Nowcast. The remainder of130

this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the radar mode and131

measurements, and introduces the three precipitation events analyzed in132

this study. Section 3 describes the algorithm used for VIL estimation and133

the formulation and implementation of VIL Nowcast. Section 4 presents134

and compares results obtained from the three precipitation events. Finally,135

a discussion and our conclusions are provided in Section 5.136
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2. Radar data and precipitation events137

2.1 Two- and three-dimensional radar data138

Two XRAIN radars in the Kanto region of Japan, at Saitama and139

Shinyokohama, were used in this study to estimate VIL and thereby gener-140

ate nowcasts. The Saitama radar site (139.633◦E, 35.893◦N, 172 m above sea141

level (ASL)) is about 25 km north of central Tokyo, whereas the Shinyoko-142

hama radar site (139.599◦E; 35.513◦N, 62 m ASL) is about 25 km to the143

south (see Fig. 1 for details). Both radars were operated at 12 elevation144

angles, which can be classified into two types based on their purposes. The145

first type is called the delivery-use elevation angle, which is used for both the146

three-dimensional Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) and147

the two-dimensional rainfall map generation. The second type is used for148

CAPPI generation only and is called the CAPPI-use elevation angle. The149

Saitama radar observes delivery-use elevation angles of 1.4◦ and 2.4◦, and150

CAPPI-use elevation angles of 0.8◦, 3.6◦, 4.9◦, 6.3◦, 7.9◦, 9.7◦, 11.8◦, 14.2◦,151

16.9◦, and 20◦. The Shinyokohama radar observes delivery-use elevation an-152

gles of 1.7◦ and 2.6◦, and CAPPI-use elevation angles of 1◦, 3.8◦, 5.1◦, 6.5◦,153

8.1◦, 9.9◦, 11.9◦, 14.2◦, 16.9◦, and 20◦. The technical specifications of these154

two radars are listed in Table 1. To obtain a higher-temporal-resolution155

rainfall map at lower elevations, XRAIN operates in a multi-use scan mode,156
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which performs three PPI scans every minute with two delivery-use eleva-157

tion angles repeating every 2 minutes in alternate shifts with the CAPPI158

elevation angles repeating every 5 minutes. Therefore, each radar imple-159

ments a volume scan with 15 elevation angles in each 5-minute period, and160

at the same time, generates a rainfall intensity map for lower elevations161

every minute.162 Table 1

Fig. 1The XRAIN two-dimensional product includes Z, the specific differen-163

tial phase shift (KDP ), the differential reflectivity (ZDR), the rainfall rate164

(R), and the quality flag. Its quality control, attenuation correction, and165

algorithm for parameter estimation are based on the procedure developed166

at the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience167

(NIED) (e.g., Park et al. 2005a,b; Maki et al. 2010; Maesaka et al. 2011).168

The R at each radar site is estimated via the KDP -R relationship, when169

KDP is available below the melting layer; otherwise, the Z-R relationships170

are applied with different coefficients for below, above, and within the melt-171

ing layer (Maesaka et al. 2011). Then, the rainfall intensities from all radars172

belonging to the same intensive observation area are interpolated onto a hor-173

izontal grid with a grid spacing of 11.25′′ in longitude and 7.5′′ in latitude (a174

spatial resolution of approximately 250 m). All polar coordinate grid points175

under 5,000 m were taken into consideration using the weighted Cressman176

interpolation method when generating the XRAIN composite rainfall map177
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(Tsuchiya et al. 2015). The data were provided by the National Institute178

for Land and Infrastructure Management (NILIM).179

Three-dimensional CAPPI data were generated from the XRAIN volume180

scan using the NIED procedure. All volume scan measurements collected181

by the two radars with overlapping coverage were integrated and interpo-182

lated onto CAPPI grids with a grid spacing of 19.8′′ in longitude and 16.2′′183

in latitude (a spatial resolution of approximately 500 m) via a modified184

Cressman interpolation scheme that used an ellipsoidal influence zone. The185

vertical resolution of the CAPPI data is 250 m, and the grids extend to a186

height of 12 km.187

The Tokyo metropolitan area is situated in the Kanto Plain to the north-188

west of Tokyo Bay and is flanked by mountains to the west. Consequently,189

it experiences strong coastal and orographic influences. To take into ac-190

count the thunderstorms triggered by the sea breeze from the southeast191

and the orographic precipitation over the hilly terrain to the west, an area192

within the Shinyokohama radar’s maximum observable area was chosen as193

the nowcast domain (black rectangle in Fig 1). This nowcast domain spans194

a longitudinal range of 139.00◦ to 140.21◦E, and a latitudinal range of 35.00◦195

to 35.99◦N.196
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2.2 Precipitation events197

Considering the objective of VIL Nowcast is to improve the performance198

of imminent rainfall prediction, especially for LHRs, we selected an ex-199

tremely small-scale rainfall, a typical LHR, and a wide-range rainfall event200

caused by a front in August 2011 as case studies for analysis. The atmo-201

spheric conditions during these events are shown in Fig 2. Fig. 2202

On 6 August (CASE1, Fig. 2 (a, b, c-1)), the atmospheric state at 0900203

Japan Standard Time (JST, GMT+9) could not typically be described as204

unstable. The 0◦C isotherm was located at 560 hPa, about 5 km ASL.205

The relative humidity (RH) below this altitude was above 70%, with the206

maximum (98%) at 900 hPa in the vicinity of an inversion. The amount of207

precipitable water from the surface to 300 hPa was 60.0 kg m-2. The lifting208

condensation level (LCL) was 972 m above ground level (all subsequent209

heights are expressed relative to the ground level), and little convective210

available potential energy (CAPE) was available for parcels ascending above211

900 hPa. According to the XRAIN radar observations, one small-scale echo212

appeared at 1530 JST at Toda-shi, Saitama, (around 139.6◦E, 35.9◦N; see213

Fig. 3 (a)), and it had increased in intensity to more than 70 mm h-1 within214

5 minutes of its appearance. This echo faded out after 1615 JST, but excited215

several more intensive echoes to the north with peaks at around 1640 JST.216

The whole precipitation event finished at approximately 1800 JST.217
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The atmospheric conditions at 0900 JST on 7 August (CASE2, Fig. 2218

(a, b, c-2)) were rather unstable compared with CASE1. A ridge extended219

to the eastern Japan region in the morning (Fig. 2 (a-2)). Driven by high220

pressure, the temperature in the Kanto region increased rapidly. By 1200221

JST, the surface temperature and relative humidity at 900 hPa in Tokyo222

were above 35◦C and 90%, respectively, while over the ocean to the south,223

the temperature was about 30◦C and the relative humidity was above 80%.224

The 0◦C isotherm was situated at about 5 km ASL, the precipitable water225

amount was 56.3 kg m-2. The LCL was at 977 m, the level of free convec-226

tion (LFC) was 1433 m, and CAPE was 1,419 J kg-1 at 0900 JST. Several227

isolated storms were generated within the target area from the early after-228

noon onwards (see Fig. 3 (b)). The Tokyo station (location shown in Fig.229

5) of the Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS)230

recorded rainfall between 1540 and 1610 JST with a peak of 11 mm for a231

10-minute period beginning at 1550 JST.232

The precipitation event on 26 August (CASE3, Fig. 2 (a, b, c-3)) was233

caused by a stationary front. The surface weather map for 0900 JST in234

Fig. 2 (a-3) shows a stationary front lying 180-km north of the target area,235

and a low-level convergence can be identified at 1200 JST from the sur-236

face wind pattern in Fig. 2 (b-3). Large parts of Tokyo and surrounding237

areas experienced heavy rainfall during the afternoon (data not shown).238
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The maximum 10-minute rainfall amount recorded at the AMeDAS Ner-239

ima station (see Fig. 5) was 27.0 mm at 1520 JST, and the 1-hour rainfall240

amount from 1500 to 1600 JST was 89.5 mm. According to Tokyo flood241

data published by the Bureau of Construction, Tokyo Metropolitan Gov-242

ernment (2017), more than 400 buildings experienced flooding during this243

precipitation event, and all of these flooding events were caused by urban244

surface runoff. The water level of the Shakujii River briefly reached a level245

that required local evacuation, and the operation of the Marunouchi Line246

(Tokyo Metro) was suspended temporarily because of the rising level of the247

Kanda River.248 Fig. 3

3. Methodology249

The VIL Nowcast system consists of the VIL estimation phase and the250

rainfall nowcasting phase. The accurate retrieval of the water content and251

VIL from the radar parameters is essential for the creation of an accurate252

nowcast because this provides the input for the nowcasting phase. The253

rainfall nowcasting phase includes the estimation of the advection vector,254

the formulation and initialization of VIL Nowcast, and time evolution. As255

the focus of this research is to predict the initial stage and sudden onset256

of extreme LHR ahead of time, a fast and effective heuristic is required.257

Therefore, this model was designed to 1) quickly capture the development258
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of rainfall from the radar observations; 2) precisely predict rainfall 10 min-259

utes ahead of time; and 3) be easy to run on a stand-alone PC to allow260

distribution to users such as local government organizations and private261

companies.262

3.1 VIL estimation263

The VIL Nowcast system makes use of the VIL estimated from the po-264

larimetric radars. The classic estimation method for water content (M) is265

based on the Z-M relationship (Greene and Clark 1972). However, it is266

well known that the actual Z-M relationship varies in both time and space.267

Boudevillain and Andrieu (2003) proposed the use of distinct coefficients in268

the Z-M relationship on the lower and upper parts of the 0 ◦C isotherm and269

the interpolation of reflectivity factors within the melting layer, although the270

improvement afforded by this method was not conclusively proven. On the271

other hand, the development of the polarimetric radar raises the possibility272

of obtaining more accurate water content measurements. In this context, a273

number of studies have shown that using polarimetric radar measurements274

can improve rain measurements (Zrnić and Ryzhkov 1996; Bringi et al.275

2003; Ryzhkov et al. 2005); therefore, in this study we have improved on276

the method developed by Hirano and Maki (2010) by estimating VIL from277

a combination of Z and KDP . The method proposed by Hirano and Maki278
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(2010) uses the KDP -M relationship to estimate the water content of intense279

rainfall, and applies the Z-M relationship to less intense rainfall. However,280

as the drop size distribution (DSD) varies with time, a homogeneous Z-M281

relationship is undoubtedly inadequate for the precise estimation of the wa-282

ter content. As Maki et al. (2005) suggested that KDP was less sensitive to283

variations in DSD than was Z, we developed a process for the readjustment284

of the Z-M power law equation. In general, the water content M (kg m-3)285

can be estimated as follows:286

M(KDP ) = a1 ×Kb1
DP (1)

287

M(Z) = a2 × Zb2 (2)

where a1, b1, a2, and b2 are coefficients determined by regression analysis.288

Maki et al. (2005) proposed the values of 0.991 and 0.713 for a1 and b1,289

respectively, based on a comparison of the radar and disdrometer data ob-290

tained at Tsukuba, Japan, from a total of 19,749 drop spectra. These values291

have been proved effective in estimating M during precipitation events in292

Tokyo (e.g., Hirano and Maki 2010; Kim et al. 2012). Hence, we regarded293

the KDP -M relationship as constant in this research, although its coeffi-294

cients are also perturbable over space and time in a strict sense. Assuming295

that the values of a1 = 0.991 and b1 = 0.713 for KDP -M are appropriate296

for estimating the water content at KDP ≥ 0.3 ◦ km-1 (Park et al. 2005b),297
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a correction function can be obtained by replacing M in equation (2) with298

equation (1) and taking the logarithm of both sides, as follows:299

log(0.991×K0.713
DP ) = b2 × log(Z) + log(a2) (3)

After determining a2 and b2 by regression analysis, the corrected Z-M rela-300

tionship was used to estimate the water content at grid points where KDP <301

0.3 ◦ km-1 or where Z < 35 dBZ, which are the same thresholds as those302

used by Park et al. (2005b) for radar-rainfall estimators. Consequently, the303

VIL (kg m−2) estimator can be expressed as follows:304

V IL =


a2 ×

∫ ht
0 Zb2 · dh (KDP < 0.3◦km−1or10 log10 Z < 35dBZ)

0.991×
∫ ht
0 K0.713

DP · dh (otherwise)

(4)

where ht (m) is the height of the top of the echo observed by the radar.305

Note that the units of Z in equation (4) are mm6 m−3. The relationship306

between the water content and radar reflectivity is retrieved by assuming307

that all raindrops are in the liquid phase; the accuracy of this relationship308

varies with the precipitation circumstances. This assumption may lead to309

errors when a large number of solid precipitation particles are present.310

3.2 Nowcasting algorithm311

a. Advection Vector Estimation312

The advection vector in the VIL Nowcast model is retrieved from the313

rainfall field using the spatial correlation method, which represents the av-314
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erage motion vector for the whole domain without identifying individual315

rainfall cells. Considering the target rainfall type of VIL Nowcast, this316

assumption may lead to substantial errors in some circumstances because317

small-scale features often display more erratic motions and shorter lifes-318

pans, which also make them less predictable (Germann and Zawadzki 2004).319

However, we decided to use the spatial correlation method for two reasons.320

First, in convective cases, the prediction accuracy of the correlation method321

is similar to that of cell-tracking methods (Pierce et al. 2004). Second, it is322

helpful to evaluate the effect of including the precipitation aloft individually323

by comparison with the existing rainfall-rate nowcast model developed by324

Kato et al. (2009), in which the same advection scheme was applied. In325

addition, the correlation method is simple and quick and is essential for the326

successful operational nowcasting of imminent precipitation events. Herein,327

the average motion vector was calculated at each time step from two suc-328

cessive VIL images, V IL(t) and V IL(t − 1), taken 5 minutes apart, after329

applying a low-pass filter as a pre-processing step and using the fast Fourier330

transform (FFT) autocorrelation approach (see Kato et al. (2009)). This331

average motion vector (u, v) was used to advect the VIL field and retain its332

uniformity throughout the whole nowcast period.333
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b. Formulation and Initialization334

The forecasting scheme follows the RadVil model proposed by Boudevil-335

lain et al. (2006), which expresses the rainfall process in a conceptual way336

using precipitation source terms. The RadVil model assumed that fluctua-337

tions in VIL in an atmospheric column between two successive volume scans338

were caused by precipitation (the output term) and the apparent sources,339

which included the net effects of vapor condensation, coalescence, and melt-340

ing, etc. Therefore, the source term S(t) (kg m-2 s-1) at a given time t (s)341

can be obtained by subtracting the ground rainfall rate P (t) (kg m-2 s-1)342

from the change in VIL (kg m−2):343

dV IL

dt
= S(t)− P (t) (5)

where344

d

dt
=

∂

∂t
+ u

∂

∂x
+ v

∂

∂y
(6)

is the two-dimensional advection operator, and u and v (m s-1) are the345

horizontal components of the advection vector in the x and y directions,346

respectively. The falling velocity of raindrop is not considered. Both P (t)347

and VIL can be estimated from the radar observations by assuming that the348

radar-measured rainfall rate is equivalent to the rainfall rate on the ground.349

Another important assumption in the RadVil model (Boudevillain et al.350

2006) is that at a given time, the VIL in an atmospheric column is equal351
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to the ground rainfall rate multiplied by the response time, τ (s). In other352

words, it will take a time τ for all rain drops in the atmospheric column353

to reach the ground if the rainfall rate is P (t). However, this assumption354

cannot be satisfied if no rainfall rate was observed on the ground (P (t)=0).355

Intense echoes may be detected aloft even though there is no precipitation on356

the ground; however, the RadVil model is unable to recreate this situation.357

This difference between the precipitation observed aloft and on the ground is358

one of the major advantages of using VIL Nowcast to predict rainfall ahead359

of time. Herein, in contrast to the RadVil model, we add an intercept term360

to the linear approximation when establishing the relationship between VIL361

and the radar-derived rainfall rate to take advantage of the time difference362

between the raindrops observed aloft and on the ground as follows:363

V IL(t) = τ(t) · P (t) + w(t) (7)

where w (kg m−2) represents the raindrops observed aloft even though no364

rainfall has been observed on the ground yet.365

The parameters S(t), τ(t), and w(t) are the variables used to solve the366

time evolution equation. S(t) can be retrieved from the VILs of the pairs367

of successive volume scans at the time t and t-∆t, and the two-dimensional368

rainfall rate P (t) from the following equation:369

S(t) =
V IL(t)− V IL∗(t−∆t)

∆t
+ P (t) (8)
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The star symbol in equation (8) indicates that the field of V IL(t−∆t) has370

been advected by the advection vector (u, v) referred to above to exclude371

the influence of rainfall field movement as suggested by Boudevillain et al.372

(2006). ∆t equals the volume scan period, which was set to 5 minutes in this373

study. Assuming that the response time and the additional term have the374

same value in the whole domain, τ(t) and w(t) were calculated from V IL(t)375

and P (t) at time t using the least squares method. Note that τ(t) is set to 1376

s in the case when the return is smaller than a predetermined threshold (0.01377

s in this study). This setting avoids the generation of anomalous values but378

might induce discontinuity in the results. Then, a pair of τ(t) and w(t) is379

applied to the whole domain and remains constant during the nowcasting380

period, although strictly speaking, the relationship between VIL and the381

rainfall rate is not homogeneous over time and space.382

c. Forecasting Temporal Evolution383

Using equation (7) to replace the rainfall rate P (t) in equation (5), we384

obtain:385

dV IL

dt
+

V IL(t)

τ(t)
= S(t)− w(t)

τ(t)
(9)

This is a first-order inhomogeneous linear differential equation. If we denote386

variables at the current time as S(t0), τ(t0), and w(t0) and regard them as387

constant over the time step during the nowcasting, VIL at the next time388
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step V IL(t+ dt) can then be obtained as follows:389

V IL(t+ dt) = V IL∗(t) · e−
dt

τ(t0) + τ(t0)

S(t0)−
w(t0)

τ(t0)

(
1− e

− dt
τ(t0)

)
(10)

where V IL∗(t) is the advected field of V IL(t) using the advection vector390

(u, v) mentioned previously. The time step dt is taken to be short enough391

to ensure the continuity of the rainfall; we used a time step of 20 seconds in392

this study. Note that in the case that the advection velocity could not be393

obtained from the autocorrelation approach, an observational area-averaged394

wind vector at the 600-hPa isobaric level from the JMA mesoscale model395

(MSM) forecast was used instead to advect the field of V IL(t). However,396

this may introduce errors caused by disagreements between the upper-level397

wind and the movement of the rainfall field.398

To obtain the rainfall amount, the VIL at each time step was converted399

into the rainfall rate P using equation (7) again, and the accumulated rain-400

fall was calculated every 10 minutes, as shown in Fig 4. Although the focus401

of VIL Nowcast is on the very short range, in particular for 10 minutes402

ahead, the model was designed to produce forecasts up to 1 hour ahead403

to enable comparisons with existing models. Therefore, the output of the404

VIL Nowcast model consisted of six rainfall amounts covering 10-minute405

periods from the current time to 1 hour ahead. The product was updated406

automatically every 5 minutes. The VIL Nowcast model takes less than 30407

seconds to produce the 1 hour forecast on a personal computer running an408
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Intel Xeon 3.5 GHz processor with 32 GB of RAM. Fig. 4409

4. Results410

In this section, the performance of the VIL Nowcast model is compared411

with XRAIN observations and a rainfall-rate nowcast model developed by412

Kato at el. (2009), which was also designed for very-short-term nowcasting413

of torrential rainfall by using the same advection vector scheme and predict-414

ing 10-minute rainfall up to 60 minutes ahead. The XRAIN rainfall rate was415

used as the input for the rainfall-rate nowcast model. Although the accuracy416

of XRAIN has been assessed by numerous previous studies, such as Tsuchiya417

et al. (2015) and Kim and Maki (2012), strictly speaking, the rainfall ob-418

served by XRAIN was not equal to the rain gauge observations because the419

targets were observed at different heights in each case. Our results focus on420

the difference between radar observations and predictions, whereas ground421

truth verification is not considered because CASE1 and CASE2 were too422

small to be accurately detected by AMeDAS. Nevertheless, a comprehensive423

verification of VIL Nowcast should involve a comparison with ground obser-424

vations, considering many precipitation events at various scales. We plan to425

undertake this verification in the near future. Hereafter, VIL Nowcast will426

be abbreviated as VIL_NC, and the reference rainfall-rate nowcast model427

as RR_NC. The XRAIN rainfall rate was used as input for the RR_NC.428
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Section 4.1 shows the result of the first prediction of the analysis period,429

section 4.2 compares the lead time and threshold dependence during the430

whole prediction period, and section 4.3 compares the possible lead time431

from two different models for sounding alarms.432

4.1 First prediction433

The VIL_NC predictions for the approximate peak in intensity of each434

precipitation event are shown in Fig. 5, together with the XRAIN rainfall435

amount for the first prediction period (10 minutes ahead). XRAIN obser-436

vations at a particular time are calculated as the accumulation of XRAIN437

rainfall rate (converted to mm per minute) from 9 minutes earlier to the438

current time. The rainfall field from the prediction agrees with the XRAIN439

observations, and the maximum 10-minute rainfall exceeds 10 mm (equiva-440

lent to an intensity of 60 mm h-1) in all events, but VIL_NC slightly over-441

estimates the rainfall amount. The assumption in the VIL_NC algorithm442

could contribute to the overestimation, since it represents precipitation as443

the bulk liquid water in the column without considering its vertical distri-444

bution and the falling velocity of rain drops, and it allows an intercept in445

the VIL–rainfall-rate relationship.446 Fig. 5

The correlation between the first VIL_NC prediction and the XRAIN447

observations is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 6 as density scatter-448
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plots for the three precipitation events. All grid cells with non-zero rainfall449

amount in either XRAIN observations or VIL_NC (RR_NC) predictions450

are included in the scatterplots. Among the three studied cases, the VIL_451

NC’s coefficient of determination (R2) for CASE1 showed the lowest value452

at 0.79 and increased with the spatial–temporal scale of rainfall to a value of453

0.87 for the synoptic-scale case (CASE3). The lower panels in Fig. 6 show a454

similar comparison between XRAIN and RR_NC. The RR_NC predictions455

also show the highest R2 for the synoptic storm (CASE3, 0.89) and the low-456

est R2 (0.76) for CASE1. Previous studies have reported that nowcasting457

performs well in situations such as frontal systems that move over several458

hours, covering large distances while largely preserving their structure (e.g.459

Germann and Zawadzki 2002; Turner et al. 2004). The satisfactory perfor-460

mance of both models in the synoptic case is consistent with these findings;461

in particular, the predictions generated by RR_NC show a greater improve-462

ment, relative to VIL_NC, for CASE3 when compared with CASE1 and463

CASE2. On the other hand, the VIL_NC predictions are slightly better464

than those of RR_NC for the two isolated storms (CASE1 and CASE2),465

which are usually difficult to predict using existing nowcast systems. The466

VIL_NC biases for CASE1–3 were 0.10, 0.22, and 0.37, respectively, and467

those for RR_NC were 0.33, 0.46, and 0.22, respectively. In addition, the468

areas of large sample numbers in the RR_NC results (red color in Fig. 6),469
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extending along the x-axis especially for CASE1 and CASE2, indicate that470

RR_NC is unable to predict the precipitation at numerous grid cells. This471

may have been caused largely because of the initial part of the precipitation472

event (as explained later). Overall, the regression line in Fig 6 indicates that473

VIL_NC follows a trend of overestimation compared with XRAIN, whereas474

RR_NC tends to underestimate. The larger sample size (N) of VIL_NC475

also indicates a tendency to overestimate. More than 93% of the differences476

in N were caused by samples with a value of less than 1 mm for 10-min477

rainfall.478 Fig. 6

The time series of 10-minute rainfall amounts at representative points479

(the position of the point in each case is shown as a black star in Fig 5) are480

shown in Fig 7. The representative point was randomly chosen from among481

the areas of most intense rainfall in each case. In CASE1 (Fig 7 (a)), the482

observed rainfall starts to increase at 1540 JST, exceeding 5 mm at the next483

time step and reaching its first peak of 10 mm 10 minutes later, at 1550484

JST. The increase in the first 10 minutes is equivalent to the rate of 60 mm485

h-1, but the strong rainfall (>5 mm, equivalent to the rate of 30 mm h-1)486

lasts for only 15 minutes and decreases to below 4 mm at 1620 JST. Both487

VIL_NC and RR_NC overestimate the first peak, with predicted values488

of around 14 mm. However, VIL_NC predicts the first non-zero value of 8489

mm at 1545 JST and the peak at 1550 JST, which is in agreement with the490
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XRAIN observations, whereas RR_NC shows the first non-zero value of 3491

mm at 1550 JST and the peak at 1555 JST. Another small rise of 2 mm492

occurs at 1720 JST, but dissipates immediately. VIL_NC performs very493

well in capturing the timing of the precipitation event, including the sharp494

initial increase at this particular point, whereas the RR_NC predictions495

are delayed by 5 minutes for both the increasing and decreasing phases of496

both rainfall peaks. This pattern is also seen in CASE2 (Fig. 7 (b)). The497

maximum rainfall rate in this case is higher than in CASE1, and although498

the rainfall at the representative point is relatively weak, there is intense499

rainfall (> 5 mm, equivalent to a rate of 30 mm h-1) between 1455 and 1515500

JST. Although VIL_NC briefly drops to 4.5 mm at 1500 JST, it otherwise501

predicts the intense rainfall period in close agreement with the observations.502

The time series at the representative point for 26 August (CASE3, Fig 7503

(c)) shows two intense rainfall peaks. Rainfall first increased from 1435504

JST and reached a maximum at 1500 JST with a period of intense rainfall505

between 1450 and 1510 JST. After stopping, the second increase begun506

at 1520 JST with an intense rainfall period lasting from 1525 until 1620507

JST. The maximum value is around 15 mm, and the total rainfall amount508

between 1525 and 1620 JST reaches 70 mm. VIL_NC accurately predicts509

the timing of these changes, but RR_NC predicts both peaks 10 minutes510

later than observed. Even though RR_NC performs slightly better than511
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VIL_NC in statistics such as R2 over the whole precipitation period (Fig 6512

(f)), the delay in the initial stage is nonetheless noticeable.513

The RMSE for the whole prediction period at the three representative514

points is listed in Table 2. These statistics show higher scores for VIL_NC515

than for RR_NC. Notably, VIL_NC has successfully eliminated the gap516

between observation and prediction in the initial stage of the precipitation517

events. Table 2

Fig. 7

518

4.2 Forecast lead time and rainfall threshold dependence519

This section compares the predicted rainfall fields up to 60 minutes ahead520

against the XRAIN observations at the given times, to assess the perfor-521

mances of VIL_NC and RR_NC over the entire nowcast period. The eq-522

uitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer 1990) describes the skill of the system523

in predicting the occurrence of precipitation above selected threshold rates524

(Germann and Zawadzki 2002). We used the thresholds of 1, 3, 5, 8, and525

10 mm for the 10-minute-accumulated rainfall, which were equivalent to526

hourly accumulations of 6, 18, 30, 48, and 60 mm, respectively. Table 3527

lists the number of grids that reached these thresholds for each event based528

on the XRAIN observations. The motion vector uses an extrapolation-based529

approach and is considered uniform for the whole forecast domain, which530

may result in errors for individual isolated cells with less persistent, small-531
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scale precipitation features. Considering the cell scale and motion vector532

algorithm employed in this study, the ETS skill scores may be expected to533

decrease rapidly with increasing lead time and thresholds. Fig. 8 summa-534

rizes the decrease in ETS over the lead times from 10 to 60 minutes for535

each event. For both VIL_NC and RR_NC, the ETS skills decreased with536

increasing lead time. For example, at the threshold of 1 mm, the ETS for537

VIL_NC was around 0.66–0.74 at a lead time of 10 minutes, but it de-538

creased to 0.20–0.36 at a lead time of 30 minutes, and there was little skill539

beyond that point. Similar behavior was seen for RR_NC for which ETS540

dropped from 0.61–0.72 at a lead time of 10 minutes to 0.17–0.38 at a lead541

time of 30 minutes. The rate of decline decreased as the scale of precip-542

itation increased from CASE1 to CASE3, which is consistent with previ-543

ous findings that large-scale precipitation features are more persistent than544

smaller features (Grecu and Krajewski 2000; Van Horne et al. 2006; Ger-545

mann et al. 2006). VIL_NC shows higher skills for the two isolated events546

(CASE1 and CASE2), but RR_NC performs better for the synoptic-scale547

event (CASE3), especially at a threshold of 1 mm. The failure of VIL_NC548

at the 1-mm threshold of CASE3 can be attributed largely to its overesti-549

mation of the weak rainfall area. The total "False" area in VIL_NC at the550

1-mm threshold, which represents that the nowcast-predicted precipitation551

exceeded the threshold whereas the observed precipitation did not; this area552
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was 70% larger than that in RR_NC.553 Table 3

In Fig 8, it is also apparent that the forecast skill decreases with in-554

creasing threshold, although the skill of VILNCTH=3 at the lead time of 10555

minutes in CASE3 was 0.01 higher than that of VILNCTH=1 (Fig. 8 (c)).556

The ETS of VIL_NC at the lead time of 10 minutes dropped by 0.29, 0.22,557

and 0.15 over the range of thresholds used here, for CASE1, CASE2, and558

CASE3, respectively; the equivalent drops for RR_NC were 0.26, 0.22, and559

0.17, respectively. For the 6 August event (CASE1), the ETS of the first560

predictions at 10 minutes by both VIL_NC and RR_NC was less than 0.5561

for the thresholds of 8 and 10 mm, suggesting that excessively high thresh-562

olds, greater than or equal to 8 mm, should be avoided to obtain accurate563

forecasts. It is important to note that for most prediction times (except564

for the 1 mm threshold in CASE3), there was an improvement in ETS for565

VIL_NC. The greatest improvement was 0.07 for a threshold of 5 mm at a566

lead time of 20 minutes for the 7 August event (CASE2), while the greatest567

improvement for the first prediction was 0.05 for a threshold of 3 mm during568

the 6 August event (CASE1). These enhancements of forecast skills suggest569

that isolated storms benefit most from the use of VIL_NC.570 Fig. 8
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4.3 Evaluation of the timing of warning alarms571

Traditional objective verification methods, such as the ETS and the bias572

score, are not the most informative from the viewpoint of imminent predic-573

tion, because one of our objectives is to accurately predict when and where574

the rainfall will exceed the threshold. To evaluate whether the nowcast575

model successfully predicted the occurrence of heavy rainfall just ahead of576

time, the time at which the threshold was first reached was used as an in-577

dicator for verification. For each 500 × 500 m grid square on the forecast578

grid, we defined TREF as the first time when the XRAIN observed that the579

10-minute-accumulated rainfall amount exceeded the threshold during the580

event, and TNC was defined as the equivalent time from the prediction. We581

compared these two parameters by subtracting TREF from TNC . We called582

this evaluation method “alarm timing evaluation", because it could address583

whether an alarm was delivered on time. Figure 9 illustrates the method584

used to evaluate the alarm timing. Considering that most ETSs are less585

than 0.2 at lead times of 50 and 60 minutes, we used only forecasts up to586

40 minutes upstream were used, which means that an observation at a cer-587

tain time was compared with forecasts made at 40, 30, 20, and 10 minutes588

previously. Grid points covering the whole nowcast domain were catego-589

rized into five groups: “HIT" if TNC = TREF , “EARLY" if TNC < TREF ,590

“LATE" if TNC > TREF , “FALSE" if the nowcast predicted a value above591
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the threshold but the observation did not show that value, and “MISS" if592

the observation exceeded the threshold but the prediction did not. As only593

the first four predictions in each nowcast were used, the maximum time594

difference for “LATE" and “EARLY" was 30 minutes. The results of alarm595

timing evaluation for a threshold of 5 mm for VIL_NC and RR_NC are596

shown in Figs 10. The results obtained using other thresholds are similar597

to those presented. The VIL_NC scores more HITs than does RR_NC.598

The percentages of grid points classified as HIT for VIL_NC were 47.2%,599

37.8%, and 40.1% in CASE1, CASE2, and CASE3, respectively, and the600

corresponding values for RR_NC were 22.5%, 16.9%, and 32.3%, respec-601

tively. RR_NC produced a majority of LATEs (45.5%, 53.4%, and 40.2%602

for CASE1, CASE2, and CASE3, respectively) proving again that it is dif-603

ficult for RR_NC to accurately predict the timing of an initiation event.604

Another important concern was the proportion and positions of the MISS605

and FALSE labels, which were typically located close to the boundary of606

the rainfall field. VIL_NC reduced the percentage of MISS categories rel-607

ative to RR_NC by 7.4%, 6.8%, and 6% for CASE1, CASE2, and CASE3,608

respectively, but increased the percentage of FALSE categories by 10.4%,609

12.7%, and 7.7%, respectively.610 Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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5. Discussion and Conclusions611

The primary objective of this study was to increase the skill in fore-612

casting imminent LHR in the Kanto region of Japan by using the volume613

scan observations obtained from the XRAIN X-band polarimetric radar net-614

work. The method used in the operational estimation of the liquid water615

content and VIL from polarimetric radar observations was established, and616

the VIL_NC model was developed to provide accurate predictions just be-617

fore the rainfall reached a certain threshold. As explained in section 3.2, the618

design of VIL_NC was based on a conceptual model that assumes a steady-619

state source term and a uniform VIL–R relationship during the nowcast620

period. Physical interpretation of these variables is difficult because the mi-621

crophysical processes within the storm are not described. Therefore, instead622

of discussing the validity of variables and their physical interpretation, the623

performance of VIL_NC was accessed by comparing the prediction results624

with accumulated rainfall during each forecast time step as observed by625

XRAIN and with predictions from RR_NC that adopted the same advec-626

tion scheme but by using XRAIN rainfall rate as input data. Nowcasting627

experiments were performed over three precipitation events, two isolated628

storms and one synoptic event, and a series of thresholds were considered629

to determine the most efficient application of the model. The performance630

evaluation emphasized the first prediction; that is, the forecast of rainfall631
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for 10 minutes ahead, for the purpose of imminent warning.632

In contrast to earlier research that applied the RadVil model to an LHR633

event in Tokyo (Ishihara 2013a,b), our findings suggest that VIL_NC may634

improve the performance of imminent nowcasting. VIL_NC has a tendency635

to generate spurious additional areas of light rainfall, whereas the RR_NC636

tends to create more missing grids. From the viewpoint of the timing of637

severe rainfall warnings, VIL_NC generated more FALSE warnings whereas638

RR_NC resulted in more MISS categories. Of course, the overestimation639

tendency of VIL_NC and the underestimation tendency of RR_NC affect640

the result directly, but the motion vector might also be a contributing factor641

because both the MISS and FALSE results were located mostly at the edge642

of the rainfall field. Therefore, modification of the advection vector by643

introducing a more accurate scheme could lead to improved predictions644

from both VIL_NC and RR_NC.645

Considering the whole precipitation period, the improvement in first646

predictions, as measured against the XRAIN observations in the statistical647

sense, was slight for VIL_NC, but the time lags on the initial stage and the648

peak point of all events in RR_NC were explicitly remedied, as seen in the649

time series at representative points. The time lag compared with the radar650

observations for RR_NC was 5–10 minutes, whereas there was little or no651

time lag for VIL_NC in all three events. Figure 11 shows three-dimensional652
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views of the initial state of each event and helps to explain why VIL_NC653

is able to accurately predict rainfall before it begins near the ground level.654

In Fig. 11 (a), at 1530 JST in CASE1, no rain could be identified from the655

XRAIN map at the representative point, so no rainfall could be predicted if656

only near-surface information was used. However, the volume scan detects657

raindrops that are aloft. These raindrops can at first be called “eggs" of658

rain, and they contribute to the accurate predictions made by VIL_NC for659

the next 10 minutes. In CASE2, the rainfall field arrives at the represen-660

tative point at 1439 JST, which is 1 minute earlier than the time shown661

in Fig. 11 (b), and indeed, the strong rainfall area is still some distance662

from the point at 1440 JST. However, the convection cell tilts toward the663

direction of the point such that a strong “core" (> 2 g m-3) is present di-664

rectly above the point at a height of 4–6 km. Vertical wind shear could665

have been the principal cause of this tilting because the core was tilting666

forward; i.e., in the direction of the cell movement. VIL_NC uses the in-667

formation from the upper core, resulting in the accurate prediction for 1450668

JST. On the other hand, RR_NC tends to underestimate the rainfall at669

1450 JST (see Fig. 7). The differences between VIL_NC and RR_NC on670

26 August (CASE3, Fig. 11 (c)) were also caused by an upper-level “core".671

The horizontal movement of the rainfall field in this case was more rapid672

than in the other two cases (i.e., about 2.5 m s-1 in this case, but less than673
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1 m s-1 in the others, which were calculated as the movement vector from674

two consecutive 10-minute accumulated rainfall images). In addition, the675

vertical wind shear was stronger than in CASE2 (the difference in the radar-676

observed horizontal wind velocity estimated from CAPPI data between 5677

km and 1 km was about 8.4 m s-1 in CASE3, whereas it was 2.5 m s-1 in678

CASE2), which results in an even larger time gap between the observations679

and the RR_NC predictions. The three-dimensional precipitation cloud680

structures suggested that the reduced time lag associated with VIL_NC681

was achieved partly because VIL_NC successfully captured “eggs" of rain682

formed aloft and “cores" brought in by vertical wind shear during the precip-683

itation events. This also implies that VIL_NC could effectively predict the684

initial stage of the precipitation events even for synoptic-scale phenomena,685

although more validation experiments will be needed if we are to generalize686

this finding. In addition, RR_NC tends to underestimate rainfall whereas687

VIL_NC tends to overestimate rainfall. Therefore, it is possible that VIL_688

NC could play a supporting role in hydrological applications that make use689

of VIL_NC predictions as maximum rainfall.690 Fig. 11

Considering the advection scheme used, we were not surprised to find691

that the forecast skill decreased rapidly with increasing lead time. The ETS692

dropped below 0.3 for all thresholds at lead times greater than 40 minutes693

in both VIL_NC and RR_NC. Increasing the threshold also resulted in a694
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decrease in the forecast skill, which was consistent with previous studies.695

Considering the low ETS values (< 0.5) at thresholds of 8 and 10 mm, we696

recommend that a threshold of less than 5 mm be used for a 10-minute697

rainfall to maximize the forecast skill. Based on the three precipitation698

events analyzed in this study, the VIL_NC model has been proved to be699

more robust for the two isolated cases (CASE1, 2), and the VIL_NC model700

is comparable with RR_NC for the synoptic case (CASE3) except when701

evaluating the forecasts using 1mm 10-minute rainfall threshold.702

Our most important finding is that VIL_NC is suitable for use as an703

indicator or alarm system for heavy rainfall that might affect daily public ac-704

tivities, although more cases must be studied to quantitatively evaluate the705

performance of VIL_NC. A comparison with the ground-observed data will706

also be necessary to generalize this finding since the precipitation observed707

by XRAIN may differ from the ground-based rain gauge observations. For708

the three cases studied here, VIL_NC performed significantly better than709

RR_NC by correctly capturing the time at which thresholds were first ex-710

ceeded at a majority of grid points from a nowcast made 10 minutes pre-711

viously, whereas RR_NC produced a much greater number of delays and712

misses. As the intensity of LHR can increase from zero to more than 100713

mm h-1 within 20 minutes over a very small area, this 10-minute lead time is714

of interest to both those engaged in daily activities and emergencies or pub-715
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lic safety concerns. Nevertheless, the existence of missed precipitation cells716

and false alarms at some grid cells raises the possibility of improving the717

forecast score by introducing a better advection vector method, such as the718

tracking method. The observational tracking of storms has been improved719

through numerous studies (e.g., Turner et al. 2004; Van Horne et al. 2006),720

making it possible to extend the upper limit of the nowcast prediction. As721

the VIL_NC model operates by separating the advection estimation and722

persistence development into individual parts with a predetermined advec-723

tion velocity applied to the persistence of variables, the forecasting skill of724

the current VIL_NC model can be improved by simply substituting in a725

more sophisticated advection scheme. It is also possible, with some modifi-726

cations, to use multi-scale advection velocities. However, we must point out727

that accurate motion calculations are more time-consuming; consequently,728

improved tracking might cause a concomitant reduction in the lead time.729

Overall, the present results suggest that VIL_NC can improve the tim-730

ing of alarm notifications and show forecasting skills equal to or better731

than those of RR_NC. However, as the peak timing, forecast skill score,732

and threshold dependence varied among the three precipitation events, a733

comprehensive verification should be undertaken to properly assess the per-734

formance of VIL_NC. Moreover, only three case studies were introduced in735

this study; additional case studies are required to generalize these findings.736
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To this end, a follow-up project, based on a social experiment involving 2000737

volunteers, has been carried out, and the upcoming results should enable a738

more comprehensive evaluation of VIL Nowcast.739
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Fig. 1. Observation area and simulation domain of VIL Nowcast. Red tri-
angles mark the position of the radars used in this study, and blue
triangles indicate the other radars which were not used in this study
in the XRAIN Kanto region. Solid circles outline the maximum ob-
servable area (80 km) of each radar, and dash-dotted circles outline
the quantitative observation area (60 km) of each radar. The black
rectangle in the right panel marks the nowcast domain.
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Fig. 2. (a) Surface weather maps at 0900 JST on 6 (a-1), 7 (a-2), and 26
(a-3) August, 2011. (b) JMA-mesosclale analysis (JMA-MANAL) at
1200 JST on the same dates as (a). Wind barbs indicate the wind at
10 m above the surface (m s−1), and contours and shading show the
surface temperature and the relative humidity at 900 hPa, respectively.
(c) Observed sounding from Tateno (star in (b)) plotted on a standard
skewT–logp diagram, for 0900 JST on each day.
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Fig. 3. Time–longitude cross-sections of maximum rainfall rate between
35.6◦N and 36.2◦N observed by XRAIN. (a) CASE1. Note that some
echoes from the Chiba prefecture, east of Tokyo, are not shown. (b)
CASE2. (c) CASE3.
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the VIL Nowcast procedure.

52



Fig. 5. XRAIN observations (left column) vs VIL Nowcast predictions (right
column). (a, a’): CASE1; (b, b’): CASE2; (c, c’): CASE3. In pre-
diction panels, shading indicates the predicted 10-minute-accumulated
rainfall amount for 10 minutes ahead, and solid black (dashed grey)
contours show predictions for 30 (60) minutes ahead at 10 mm and 30
mm levels. The black star in each panel marks the representative point
used for the time series in Fig. 7. Triangles denote nearby AMeDAS
stations.
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Fig. 6. Density scatterplots showing XRAIN-observed 10-minute rain-
fall amount against VIL_NC predictions (upper panels), and XRAIN
against RR_NC predictions (lower panels) for 10 minutes ahead. (a, d)
CASE1. (b, e) CASE2. (c, f) CASE3. Shading indicates the number
of samples in each bin. The dotted line is the 1:1 line, and the solid
line is the regression line. Summary statistics are shown in the top-left
corner of each panel: N (total number of samples), R2, and RMSE.
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Fig. 7. Time series of 10-minute rainfall amount at a representative point
for XRAIN observations and for VIL_NC and RR_NC predictions
at 10 minutes ahead, for (a) CASE1, (b) CASE2, and (c) CASE3.
The dashed black line denotes the accumulated rainfall amount from
9 minutes before to the current time from XRAIN, while the red and
blue solid lines represent the first prediction results from VIL_NC and
RR_NC, respectively, which means that predictions are obtained 10
minutes earlier than the observation, ignoring the time taken for data
transfer and calculation. The temporal resolution is 5 minutes.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of ETSs for different rainfall thresholds, for (a) CASE1,
(b) CASE2, and (c) CASE3. Solid, cool color lines show the skill for
VIL_NC, while dashed, warm color lines show the skill for RR_NC,
both measured against XRAIN.
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the strategy used to evaluate alarm
timing.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the time at which the threshold is reached, for 10-
minute rainfall amounts, between the first nowcast prediction (10 min-
utes ahead) and the XRAIN observations. Left column shows VIL_
NC and right column shows RR_NC results. (a, a’): CASE1; (b, b’):
CASE2; (c, c’): CASE3. Shading is green for predictions and obser-
vations reaching the threshold (5 mm) at the same time, warm col-
ors (yellow to red) for predictions later than observations, cold colors
(blues) for predictions earlier than observations, and gray for nowcast
predicting a value above the threshold when observations were below
the threshold.
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Fig. 11. Three-dimensional view of the storm at (a) 1530 JST in CASE1,
(b) 1400 JST in CASE2, and (c) 1425 JST in CASE3. Shading at
the bottom of each cell shows the XRAIN rainfall map (right-hand
color scale), and isosurfaces show the three-dimensional distribution of
liquid water content from 5-minute volume scans ending at the time
indicated, with blue/grey, yellow, and red for 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0 g m-3,
respectively. The solid black lines link the position of the representative
surface point in each case to its upper-level liquid water content.
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Table 1. Technical specifications of the Saitama and Shinyokohama radars

Saitama Shiyokohama
Frequency 9.75 GHz 9.77 GHz
Peak radiated power 100 kW
Beam width 1.04◦ (H) / 1.06◦ (V) 1.05◦ (H, V)
Pulse width 1 µ s
PRF Dual, 1800 Hz / 1440 Hz
Range increment 150 m
Azimuth increment 1.2 ◦

Antenna rotation speed
3.5 rpm for delivery elevation angles;
4.5 rpm for CAPPI elevation angles;

Data products Z, KDP , ZDR, R, and Quality flags
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Table 2. Mean absolute deviation and mean squared deviation for VIL_
NC and RR_NC, from the time series shown in Fig 7.

Statistic RMSEVIL_NC RMSERR_NC

CASE 1 0.96 1.60
CASE 2 0.54 0.98
CASE 3 1.60 1.84
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Table 3. Total number of grids that reached the 10-minute-accumulated
rainfall threshold in XRAIN observations for each event.

1 mm 3 mm 5 mm 8 mm 10 mm
CASE 1 10,761 5,150 2,961 1,347 752
CASE 2 104,649 60,023 38,270 19,573 12,104
CASE 3 725,416 281,907 166,003 80,555 50,535
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